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ABSTRACT2

Many brain regions communicate information through synchronized network activity. Electrical3
coupling among the dendrites of interneurons in the cortex has been implicated in forming4
and sustaining such activity in the cortex. Evidence for the existence of electrical coupling5
among cortical pyramidal cells, however, has been largely absent. A recent experimental study6
measured properties of electrical connections between pyramidal cells in the cortex deemed7
“electrotonic couplings.” These junctions were seen to occur pair-wise, sparsely, and often coexist8
with electrically-coupled interneurons. Here, we construct a network model to investigate possible9
roles for these rare, electrotonically-coupled pyramidal-cell pairs. Through simulations, we show10
that electrical coupling among pyramidal-cell pairs significantly enhances coincidence-detection11
capabilities and increases network spike-timing precision. Further, a network containing multiple12
pairs exhibits large variability in its firing pattern, possessing a rich coding structure.13
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1 INTRODUCTION

Synchronized neuronal activity in the cortex is essential for information processing underlying many15
cognitive functions such as learning, attention, and memory formation (Wang and Buzsaki, 1996; Wang16
et al., 2010; Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004). Several sensory regions in the brain, including the olfactory,17
visual, and auditory cortices, were observed to exhibit synchronized spiking activity when presented with a18
stimulus (Singer and Gray, 1995; Moore et al., 2001; Haddad et al., 2013).19

Experimentalists and computational neuroscientists have shown that, in addition to neuronal20
communication via chemical synapses, electrical coupling among interneurons, local inhibitory neurons,21
plays an essential role in generating and maintaining synchronous activity among neurons in the cortex22
(Bennett and Zukin, 2004; Beierlein et al., 2000; Tamas et al., 2000; Chow and Kopell, 2000; Traub et al.,23
2001; Amitai et al., 2002; Gibson et al., 1999; Ostojic et al., 2009; Nomura et al., 2003). Such coupling24
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occurs through protein channels called gap junctions that directly connect the interior contents of the cells25
(Revel and Karnovsky, 1967).26

Yet, cortical networks have been shown to exhibit synchronized oscillations typically attributed to27
gap-junction connectivity even when the gap junctions among interneurons are blocked, suggesting a28
possible existence of electrical coupling among the excitatory, pyramidal cells (Mercer et al., 2006; Dere and29
Zlomuzica, 2012). Gap-junction connections between pyramidal cells in the olfactory system of Drosophilia30
have been shown not only to exist but to be crucial for odor-evoked lateral excitation, a mechanism by31
which the organism responds to synchronized, odor-specific input (Wilson, 2013). Experiments have shown32
evidence supporting the existence of electrical connections between the axons of pyramidal cells in the33
hippocampus (Schmitz et al., 2001), while computational studies have shown that this network of axo-34
axonal electrically-coupled pyramidal cells can exhibit fast-frequency oscillations and sharp wave-ripple35
oscillations (Traub et al., 1999, 2012). Another computational study showed that vast networks of electrical36
coupling among pyramidal cells can produce spatiotemporal patterns of activity in the cortex (Traub et al.,37
2010).38

There has been little experimental evidence, however, that gap-junction coupling exists between pyramidal39
cells in the mammalian neocortex. Mercer et al. (2006), while measuring gap-junction connectivity in the40
rat neocortex, discovered one connected pair of pyramidal cells, and later, in 2010, Wang et al. (2010)41
measured ten pairs of pyramidal cells in the prefrontal and visual cortices of rats and ferrets to have42
pair-wise electrical coupling deemed “electrotonic” coupling to distinguish it from the typical gap-junction43
coupling among interneurons.44

The electrotonic couplings (ECs) were measured to be rare, occurring only pair-wise between cells that45
have touching or overlapping soma, with a coupling probability of 5% (Wang et al., 2010), significantly46
lower than those assumed in previous computational studies and much lower than the 60% coupling47
probability observed among interneurons separated up to 80 µm (Galarreta and Hestrin, 1999, 2001;48
Gibson et al., 1999). The junctional conductance of ECs was measured as nearly 25-times higher than49
that of gap junctions between interneurons. Moreover, action potentials were shown to propagate through50
the junction, a property that has never been measured for gap-junction-coupled interneurons. The protein51
that might form this strong, but rare, electrotonic coupling, however, remains unknown, making further52
experimental investigation difficult and network effects of such a junction undetermined (Mercer et al.,53
2006; Connors and Long, 2004).54

In this work, we address a possible role that EC between pairs of pyramidal cells could play in shaping55
the dynamics of neocortical networks. Through constructing and simulating a realistic model network,56
we propose that pairs of electrotonically-coupled pyramidal cells, or electrotonic pairs, act as sensitive57
coincidence detectors, eliciting synchronized activity in the network in response to coincident input. Further,58
we describe how electrotonic pairs could evoke many synchronized network events, with each event more59
tightly synchronized than those elicited by pyramidal cells without EC. Our results further suggest that60
multiple electrotonic pairs evoke network events which interact with one another, resulting in a network61
that can exhibit high variability in its spiking patterns, and thus possesses a rich coding structure.62

2 METHODS

To elucidate the biological function of rare electrotonic pairs in a downstream patch of cortical cells, we set63
up a multi-layer model network in which the electrotonic pair(s) receive varying levels of synchronized input64
from an upstream network. Neurons in the downstream network are modeled using the Hodgkin-Huxley65
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(HH) neuronal equations and are organized on a grid, with biologically-relevant connection probabilities66
and strengths for both synaptic and electric connections and for populations of both inhibitory (interneurons)67
and excitatory (pyramidal) cells, see below for details. Each neuron, including the electrotonic pair, receives68
a Poisson background drive modeling incoming spikes from neighboring regions. Since realistic features69
of network dynamics during sensory stimuli may not be adequately captured by Poisson statistics, we70
simulate an upstream network using conductance-based Integrate-and-Fire (IAF) neurons. The output71
of this IAF network is used to mimic sensory information transmitted to the electrotonic pair(s) in the72
downstream network. The activity and synchrony of the downstream patch are analyzed as a function of73
the input synchrony, or amount of coincident spikes, received by the electrotonic pair(s).74

The following subsections discuss the details of the mathematical models of both the downstream model75
network and upstream input network. A description of the methods used to quantify synchrony is included76
in this section as well.77

Mathematical models78

The IAF upstream model79

The dynamics of the ith model neuron in the IAF upstream network satisfy the set of equations

C
dvi
dt

= −gL(vi − εR)− gEi (t)(vi − εE)− gIi (t)(vi − εI),

σQ
dgQi
dt

= −gQi + hQi , Q = {E, I},

σQ
dhQi
dt

= −hQi +
∑
j 6=i

SQj

∑
k

δ
(
t− T kj

)
+ fQ

∑
k

δ
(
t− T ki

)
,

where vi(t) is the voltage, or membrane potential, of the ith neuron, gL is the leak conductance, and gQi (t)80
is the synaptic conductance represented by the characteristic shape of experimentally-observed conductance81
traces (Johnston and Brown, 1983). The right-hand side of the dynamical equation for hQi contains two82
sums: The first sum models incoming spikes from the jth presynaptic neuron at times T kj with strength83

SQj for both excitatory, Q = E, and inhibitory, Q = I , synaptic inputs. The second sum models incoming84

spikes to neuron i at times T ki with strength fQ that originate from outside the model network. These85
external spikes are modeled by a Poisson spike train with rate ν. The dynamics of the voltage are such that86
the incoming spikes from other neurons in the network and inputs from the Poisson spike train increase87
(excitatory input) or decrease (inhibitory input) the voltage and, in the absence of incoming spikes, the88
voltage decays exponentially toward the resting potential, εR. If the voltage is raised such that it reaches a89
threshold, determined by εT , the neuron is said to have spiked, the spike time is recorded, and the voltage90
is set to the reset value, εR. The procedure for calculating the spike time and efficiently implementing the91
time-evolution equations can be found in Shelley and Tao (2001). The parameter values used in this model92
are the dimensional versions of those used in Shelley and Tao (2001) and can be found in Table 1. The93
IAF model network contains 100 neurons that are all-to-all connected, including 75% excitatory and 25%94
inhibitory neurons, and results were obtained from simulations of five seconds for each trial.95
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Table 1. Table of parameter values used in the upstream IAF model. The rate of the Poisson drive ν is
described as a range from low to high with corresponding input strengths fQ chosen to maintain an average
constant firing rate of the neurons with varying levels of synchrony.

Neuron Parameters
Capacitance, C 1 µF/cm2

Leak conductance, gL 0.05 mS/cm2

Reset potential, εR -70 mV

Firing threshold, εT -55 mV

Excitatory reversal potential, εE 0 mV

Inhibitory reversal potential, εI -80 mV

Synaptic time constant (exc), σE 1.0 ms

Synaptic time constant (inhib), σI 4.0 ms

Synaptic strength (exc), SE 0.2 mS/cm2

Synaptic strength (inhib), SI 0.4 mS/cm2

Network Parameters
External rate, ν 1000→ 5000 Hz

External strength fE 11.6→ 12.1 mS/cm2

(to excitatory neurons)

External strength f I 10.0→ 9.2 mS/cm2

(to inhibitory neurons)

The HH downstream model96

The neurons in the downstream network are modeled using a modified version of the HH equations,97
with an additional ohmic term describing the current through the junctions, for both interneurons and98
pyramidal-cell pairs. Previous work has modeled gap junctions among interneurons using IAF neurons99
with the inclusion of an instantaneous jump in the voltage of the post-junctional cell in response to spiking100
in the pre-junctional cell (Lewis and Rinzel, 2003) or by inserting characteristic action potentials using a101
spiking kernel (Chow and Kopell, 2000). Here, we use the more complex HH model because EC has a very102
high conductance, strongly coupling the membrane potential of the pair of neurons at all times, including103
during an action potential. As was shown experimentally by Wang et al. (2010), EC can propagate full104
action potentials, producing changes in the voltage of the post-junctional cell that depend on the shape and105
size of the pre-junctional action potential.106

The voltage of the ith downstream neuron is described by the equation

C
dvi
dt

=− gL(vi − vR)− ḡNam3h(vi − vNa)− ḡKn4(vi − vK)

− gC
∑
j

(vi − vj)−GEi (t)(vi − vE)−GIi (t)(vi − vI),
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where ḡNa and ḡK are the maximal sodium and potassium conductances, and vNa and vK are the sodium
and potassium reversal potentials, respectively. In addition, activation and inactivation parameters, m, h,
and n, modeling the opening and closing of the ion channels, exhibit dynamics described by the differential
equation

dz

dt
= αz(v)(1− z)− βz(v)z, z = m,n, h,

with each rate variable described by a set of voltage-dependent equations

αm(v) =
−0.32(v − vT − 13)

exp[−(v − vT − 13)/4]− 1

βm(v) =
0.28(v − vT − 40)

exp[(v − vT − 40)/5]− 1

αh(v) = 0.128 exp[−(v − vT − 17)/18]

βh(v) =
4

1 + exp[−(v − vT − 40)/5]

αn(v) =
−0.032(v − vT − 15)

exp[−(v − vT − 15)/5]− 1

βn(v) = 0.5 exp[−(v − vT − 10)/40],

as determined by Pospischil et al. (2008) using fitting techniques to match both fast-spiking (interneurons)107
and regular-spiking (pyramidal) cells’ activity in the cortex.108

The synaptic conductance is described using fourth-order kinetics as was done by Sun et al. (2010) by
the equations

d

dt
GQ(t) = −G

Q(t)

σQr
+GQ1 (t)

d

dt
GQ1 (t) = −

GQ1 (t)

σQr
+GQ2 (t),

d

dt
GQ2 (t) = −

GQ2 (t)

σQr
+GQ3 (t),

d

dt
GQ3 (t) = −

GQ3 (t)

σQr
+GQ4 (t),

d

dt
GQ4 (t) = −

GQ4 (t)

σQr
+
∑
j 6=i

SQj h(v
pre
j ) +

∑
k

fbackδ(t− T k) (1)

+
∑
`

fsensδ(t− T `),
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where

h(v) =
1

1 + exp(−(v − 20)/2)
.

Note that by using a smooth function h(v), the synaptic interactions are no longer event-driven, but109
instead depend on the value of the voltage of the presynaptic neuron. The second term in Eq. 1 sums110
over all pre-synaptic neurons j, which are chosen randomly with probabilities as described in Table 2.111
The parameter set used in this work, chosen through matching with voltage-clamp experimental data112
for electrotonically-coupled pyramidal cells (Wang et al., 2010) and gap-junction connected fast-spiking113
neurons (Galarreta and Hestrin, 1999), can be found in Table 2. The networks consists of 75% excitatory114
(pyramidal) cells and 25% inhibitory cells as is understood to occur in the neocortex of mammals Beaulieu115
(1993) and has been done in previous realistic modeling studies Cai et al. (2005).116

Network organization117

We simulate 400 HH neurons organized on a 20 × 20 grid with their probability of connectivity decaying118
exponentially with distance, capturing the exponential decrease in synaptic connectivity with cell distance119
as was done by McLaughlin et al. (2000). Then, the probability of connecting to a neuron on the grid a120
distance l in the horizontal direction and m in the vertical direction is given by121

PQ(l,m, r) = PQexp

[
−(
√
l2 +m2 − 1)2

2r

]
,

where r = 20 to encompass the entire cortical grid. The external drive to both networks is drawn from a122
Poisson process with rate ν and strength fQ, for the upstream, IAF network, and νback and fback for the123
background drive to the downstream, HH network. This models input from neurons external to the patch124
of neurons that is explicitly being modeled. In addition, a fraction of the downstream population (20%125
of inhibitory cells and 30% of excitatory cells) receives an additional external drive modeling input from126
neurons external to the network that are firing in response to a sensory stimulus, mimicking the increased127
activity of a subset of neurons during a sensory experience. This additional sensory drive is modeled using a128
Poisson process with rate νsens and strength fsens. Note that all figures were generated using 30 realizations129
of simulation runs for 5 seconds of simulated time in each trial.130

The inhibitory neurons are coupled with a gap junction with a coupling probability of 60% and131
neighboring excitatory pyramidal cells are coupled with a probability of 5%, reflecting experimental132
findings. One pair of electrotonically-coupled neurons, denoted the network-driven electrotonic pair133
(NDEP), is selected from the set of all electrotonically-coupled pairs in the network to be driven by a subset134
of neurons from the IAF network, the NDEP is denoted by the green and black triangles in Figure 1A. The135
IAF network is simulated prior to the HH model and input spikes are received by each neuron in the NDEP136
with strength fsens. The input neurons are chosen randomly from the IAF network such that approximately137
9-10 IAF neurons project to one neuron in the NDEP (the average firing rate received by each neuron138
in the NDEP is ∼100 Hz), with no IAF neuron projecting to both cells in the NDEP. The spike times of139
these input IAF neurons, shown in Figure 1B together with an example of the resulting dynamics of the140
downstream network in Figure 1C, are modeled as received by the NDEP in the same way as external141
spikes to network neurons (i.e., through a delta function in the G4 variable at the input neuron spike times).142
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Table 2. Table of parameter values used in the downstream HH network model. Some parameters were
chosen from the experimental studies as performed by Pospischil et al. (2008), others were chosen through
matching voltage-clamp experimental data for electrotonically-coupled pyramidal cells (Wang et al., 2010)
and gap-junction connected fast-spiking neurons (Galarreta and Hestrin, 1999).

Neuron Parameters FS cells Pyr
Capacitance, C (µF/cm2) 1 1

Leak conductance, gL (mS/cm2) 0.1 0.025

Reset potential, vR (mV) -70 -70

Maximal Na conductance, ḡNa (mS/cm2) 30 55

Maximal K conductance, ḡK (mS/cm2) 5 3

Threshold, vT (mV) -58 -45

Na reversal potential, vNa (mV) 30 55

K reversal potential, vK (mV) -90 -80

Excitatory reversal potential, vE (mV) 0 0

Inhibitory reversal potential, vI (mV) -80 -80

Synaptic time constant, σEr (ms) 0.4 0.4

Synaptic time constant, σIr (ms) 1.0 1.0

Synaptic strength (exc), SE (mS/cm2) 0.4 0.4

Synaptic strength (inhib), SI (mS/cm2) 0.4 0.2

Gap-junction conductance, gC (mS/cm2) 0.012 0.08

Network Parameters FS cells Pyr
Connection Probability, PE (%) 25 30
(from excitatory neurons)

Connection Probability, P I (%) 50 20
(from inhibitory neurons)

Sensory External drive, νsens (Hz) 100 100

Strength of sensory drive, fsens (mS/cm2 ) 10.0 3.5

Background External drive, νback (Hz) 5000 5000

Strength of background drive, fback (mS/cm2) 0.44 0.2

We postulate that synapses between the NDEP and the inhibitory cells are stronger than the average143
synapse among other cells in the network. The NDEP excites the gap-junction connected inhibitory cells144
to fire synchronous action potentials, which allows the synapses between the NDEP and the interneuron145
population to be preferentially enhanced through synaptic plasticity and classic learning rules (Feldman,146
2012). As a result, we include a ten-fold increase in the synaptic strength from the NDEP to the interneurons147
and a reciprocal 3-fold increase in synaptic strength from the interneurons back to the NDEP, see Table148
2 for normal synaptic strength values. This structure allows for a clear understanding of the effect of EC149
between a pair of pyramidal cells on network dynamics as discussed below.150
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Figure 1. The schematic downstream network architecture, as well as example dynamics of both the
upstream IAF input network and the resulting downstream HH network. (A) The schematic downstream
network. Blue circles denote interneurons, red triangles denote pyramidal cells, and the black and green
triangles represent the NDEP. Black lines connecting the cells represent synaptic connections, with the ball
at the end representing inhibition, and the arrow excitation. The weight of each line represents the strength
of the connection. The yellow curve represents EC between the NDEP. (B) (left) Example raster plot of
the incoming spikes from the IAF network received by each neuron in the NDEP. The colors indicate the
neuron in the NDEP, see (A), that receives each set of spikes. (right) Example raster plot of the downstream
network resulting from the upstream input, where red dots indicate times at which excitatory neurons fire,
and blue dots indicate firing times of the inhibitory neurons. The black dots denote times at which the
NDEP fires together (within 5 ms of each other) and the gray dot indicates that just one neuron in the
NDEP fired at that time.

The following sections describe the methods used to quantify the synchrony of the upstream IAF neurons’151
spike times, as well as the synchrony exhibited by the downstream network.152

Input synchrony153

Input synchrony is a measure of the amount of synchronous input received by each neuron in the NDEP154
from the IAF upstream network. We determine it as follows. First, the instantaneous firing rate in each155
trial is calculated by binning time into 2 ms-sized bins and counting the number of spikes from the IAF156
network that occur in each bin (Shinomoto, 2010). This count is converted into an average firing rate by157
dividing by the total number of neurons and the length of the time bin. Then, a smooth curve is created158
using a moving-window average with a smoothing width of 5 ms. We determine the value of the input159
synchrony by counting the total number of times in all trials that the smoothed instantaneous firing rate160
crosses a threshold of 35 Hz, i.e., the number of times the spikes from many neurons in the network fall161
within a short window of time. The threshold is chosen as the maximum of the smoothed instantaneous162
firing rate for a completely asynchronous network, yielding an input-synchrony value close to zero for the163
asynchronous case, and guaranteeing that the measure will increase with an increase in synchrony. Note164
that this threshold is kept constant throughout all simulations and the results are not sensitive to moderate165
changes in this threshold. In this study, we adjust the input synchrony by varying the statistical properties of166
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the Poisson external drive to the IAF network from fluctuation-dominated to mean-dominated, see Figure 2167
for example networks with different input synchrony values. The input synchrony values are computed168
per trial. Clearly, the input synchrony measure correlates well with the coefficient of variation (CV) of the169
interspike interval, a measure for the regularity of the spiking statistics, see Figure 2C. However, we note170
that CV values give no indication of synchrony, or alignment of spikes in time, so we use the synchrony171
measure throughout the remainder of this work.172
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Figure 2. Example networks with two different input synchrony measures. (A, B) (top) Raster plot of the
incoming spike times from the IAF upstream network and (bottom) plot of the smoothed instantaneous
firing rate in the unsynchronized case (A) and the synchronized case (B). The red line denotes the threshold
value of 35 Hz. The input synchrony value, or number of times the instantaneous firing rate crosses the
threshold, for these two cases are 1 for the input network in (A) and 18 for the input network in (B). (C) (top)
The input synchrony measure as a function of the rate of the background drive, ν, (from unsynchronized
to synchronized network activity) to the IAF network. (bottom) The coefficient of variation (CV) of the
interspike interval of the IAF neurons as a function of the input synchrony value. Note that values close
to 1 indicate spiking statistics similar to Poisson, while values close to 0 indicate spiking statistics more
regular than Poisson. The strength of the external drive, fE and f I , are adjusted with changes in the rate ν
such that the product fQν is a constant, see Table 1 for values.

van Rossum distance173

The van Rossum method determines a distance, in time, between two pairs of spike trains by adding
exponential tails to each spike time for each neuron and integrating the square of the difference between
these exponential-tailed spike times (van Rossum, 2001). It is calculated as follows: First, the spike times
of two neurons, x and y, are denoted as {txi } and

{
tyj

}
, respectively. Then, exponential tails with time

constant τc are added to each spike time, txi , to create a smeared-spike function, x(t), with the following
equation:

x(t) =
∑
i

H(t− txi )e−(t−t
x
i )/τc ,

where H(t) is the Heaviside function. The smeared-spike function for the second neuron, y(t), is defined
analogously. Finally, the van Rossum distance between the spike trains is defined as the integral of the
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square of the difference,

D2(x, y) =
1

τc

∫ ∞
0

[x(t)− y(t)]2 dt.

The result is that D is large for spike trains that do not align in time (are unsynchronized), and small for174
those that do (are synchronized). In this work, the time constant for the exponential tail, τc, is set to 5 ms as175
was done in previous modeling studies Barranca et al. (2014) and is recommended for detecting synchrony176
on short time scales. Note that larger values of τC would yield an approximate difference in the firing rate177
of the two neurons instead of the spike times.178

Spike-difference (SD) method179

We developed the spike-difference (SD) method to detect small changes in synchrony. Due to the gap-180
junction connectivity among the interneurons, the network exhibits synchrony for nearly all types of181
external drive, as well as in the presence or absence of a rare number of electrotonic pairs. The intuition is182
as follows: Once the network is sufficiently excited to induce firing, the interneurons fire synchronously183
due to their extensive gap-junction connections, causing a network synchronous event (NSE). Specifically,184
at the time of the NSE, the excitatory neurons are firing sufficiently to excite the interneuron population185
to threshold, creating a wave of inhibition that suppresses the activity of the entire population for a brief186
period of time succeeding the NSE. This can be seen in Figure 1B (right) by noting the lack of network187
spikes immediately after each NSE, where the NSE is indicated by the wave of inhibitory neurons spiking188
within a short window of time.189

The SD method measures, for each NSE, the amount of synchrony exhibited by all neurons that participate190
in the event. The procedure is as follows. The time of the NSE is found by recording the times at which191
the magnitude of the average voltage of the interneuron population increases by 70 mV. This magnitude192
is kept constant throughout the simulations and the results do not change with moderate changes in this193
choice of magnitude, see Figure 3A for a raster plot of an example realization of the downstream network194
and the corresponding average voltage, with the threshold plotted as a purple line. Then, within a window195
of time around the NSE time, e.g., ± 20 ms, the time-difference between each spike and the NSE time is196
measured for each neuron in each trial that spiked within this time window. The result is a distribution of197
time-differences in all trials, centered near 0 ms, the width, i.e., standard deviation, of which determines198
the average amount of synchrony the network exhibited during each NSE, see Figure 3B.199

3 RESULTS

EC enhances synchrony between a pyramidal-cell pair200

We begin by considering the effect of EC between one pair of neurons that is embedded in the downstream201
network and receives input from a subset of upstream IAF neurons exhibiting varying amounts of synchrony.202
First, we note that the two pyramidal cells in the NDEP have synchronized activity due to their EC, which203
strongly couples the voltage of the two neurons, resulting in almost identical spike trains. As an example,204
Figure 4A shows the spike times for the NDEP with experimentally-measured electrotonic conductance,205
compared with the spike times of the same two neurons with EC turned off, i.e., the junctional conductance206
is set to zero. Notice that the spike trains of the NDEP with EC turned on are almost identical, firing almost207
every spike together, whereas the synchronized firing between neurons in the NDEP is largely reduced208
with EC turned off.209
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Figure 3. Computing the SD measure. (A) (top) Example raster plot where the spike times of the excitatory
neurons are shown in red, the spike times of the inhibitory neurons are shown in blue, and the spike times
of the NDEP are shown black. The purple squares denote times at which an NSE occurred. (bottom) The
corresponding average voltage of the inhibitory neurons, where the purple squares denote the NSE times
determined by the times at which the average voltage crosses a threshold of 0 mV, marked by the purple
line. (B) The histogram of time-differences from each NSE to the spike times of all neurons that fall within
20 ms of the NSE. The SD measure is taken to be the standard deviation of this histogram, a value of 2.18
in this example, as shown in bold in the legend.

We quantify the amount of synchrony exhibited by the spike trains in both cases (EC on and off) using210
the van Rossum distance, see Figure 4B. As expected from the near-identical spike trains, the distance211
between the spike times for the NDEP with EC turned on is significantly smaller than for the NDEP with212
EC turned off, for all input-synchrony values. Importantly, note that the structure and parameter values213
of the network with EC turned off are identical to the case with EC turned on, with the only difference214
between the two cases residing in the conductance of the EC between the two neurons in the one NDEP.215
The implication of this significant decrease is that downstream neurons will receive two synchronized216
excitatory spikes instead of two asynchronous ones, suggesting a role for the NDEP in organizing network217
activity around its own synchronized firing pattern.218

One NDEP increases precision of network spike timing219

Due to the gap junctions that ubiquitously couple the network of inhibitory neurons, input from the220
excitatory population (whether the input is from neurons connected by a chemical synapse or by EC)221
creates synchronized firing events called NSEs (as described previously in the Methods section). The222
synchronization of neuronal spiking is often observed in response to sensory stimuli, with the timing of223
these synchronized events thought to be important for downstream communication (Azouz and Gray, 2003).224
The number of NSEs, which one can interpret as a network firing rate, is a relevant quantity of interest225
because it can also provide a measure for the amount of information transmitted from the model patch to a226
further downstream network. Figure 5A shows that the network containing an NDEP with EC turned on227
generates a greater number of NSEs than a network containing that same NDEP with EC turned off. Note228
that the NDEP with EC turned off still has the increased synaptic connection to and from the inhibitory229
network population, but that these two neurons exhibit significantly less synchronized spiking than two230
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Figure 4. Experimentally-measured EC conductance induces synchronized spiking between neurons in
the NDEP. (A) (top) An example realization of the spike times of the NDEP for an input synchrony value
of 30 for the case with EC turned on (nonzero conductance) and (bottom) spike times of the same NDEP,
but with EC turned off (zero conductance). The gray filled circles denote times at which only one neuron in
the NDEP fires, whereas the black circles show times at which both neurons in the NDEP fire within 5 ms
of one another. (B) Mean (line) and standard deviation (shading) of the van Rossum distance between the
spike times of the neurons in the NDEP in response to several values of the input synchrony.

neurons with EC turned on, and so the inhibitory population does not often receive enough synchronized231
spikes to elicit an NSE in response to the firing of the NDEP. This means that the NDEP with EC turned232
off requires more input synchrony to elicit the necessary synchronized spiking to excite the inhibitory233
population and create an NSE. The NDEP with EC turned on, however, requires a less synchronous input to234
generate the same number of NSEs than an NDEP with EC turned off and thus we observe that the nonzero235
EC creates an NDEP that reduces temporal jittering of spikes and enhances the associations between spike236
events.237
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Figure 5. Several synchrony measures for a network containing one NDEP, comparing the case of EC on
and off. The synchrony measures are: (A) The number of NSEs per second, (B) The SD measure using the
spike times of all neurons in the network (excluding the NDEP), and (C) The SD measure using the spike
times of just the two neurons in the NDEP, for the case when EC is turned on (blue, dash-dotted) and off
(pink, solid) over all input-synchrony values.

Firing rate is not the only method by which neuronal networks communicate and encode information.238
Rather, some neurons respond maximally to changes in spike timing on short timescales, i.e., tight239
synchrony (Singer, 1993). Figure 5B shows the SD measure using all neurons in the network (a measure of240
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the tightness of the synchrony of each NSE, see the Methods section for the algorithm to compute the SD241
measure) to show that the NDEP with nonzero conductance creates NSEs that are tightly synchronized.242
The network in which the NDEP has zero conductance (EC is turned off) still generates NSEs; however,243
these events are less tightly synchronized than when EC is turned on, resulting in less communication to244
downstream areas. We also reinforce the result from the van Rossum distance (that the two neurons in245
the NDEP are tightly synchronized, recall Figure 4B), and validate the SD measure, by calculating the246
SD measure using only the spike times of the NDEP, see Figure 5C. Note that trend follows similarly as247
in the van Rossum distance, and we observe that the tight synchrony induced by the NDEP may aid in248
coincidence detection achieved by neurons in a downstream network.249

These results together demonstrate that the NDEP with EC turned on elicits more NSEs than this same250
NDEP with EC turned off and, further, that these NSEs are composed of spike times that are closer together251
in time, i.e., more synchronized. However, notice that, in all three measures, EC turned on or off does not252
influence the behavior of the network as the input synchrony changes (see Figure 5 and notice that the lines253
appear nearly parallel). Therefore, in Figure 6, we quantify by averaging over all input-synchrony values254
the change in the van Rossum distance between the spike times of the neurons in the NDEP (Figure 4B),255
the synchrony (SD measure) of the neurons in the NDEP for each NSE (Figure 5C), the total number of256
NSEs (Figure 5A), and the network synchrony (SD measure) of each NSE (Figure 5B) for the case when257
EC is turned on and off. These results combine to support the hypothesis that one NDEP with nonzero258
conductance can act to reduce the noise in an incoming stimulus (i.e., create a more synchronous event in259
response to less synchronous input) and increase the precision of network spike timing (i.e., tighten these260
synchronous events).261

SD measure

van Rossum

     
  distance

NSEs per sec

NDEP Network

SD measure

Figure 6. Summary of the changes in each synchrony measure from turning EC on (dash-dotted bars) to
EC off (solid bars) for just the neurons in the NDEP (left of the dotted line) and all neurons in the network
(right of the dotted line). Percent change is given on top of each set of bars and was calculated from the
case with EC turned off to EC turned on. Gray lines indicate standard deviation.

Two NDEPs enhance discriminability of incoming stimuli262

Since Wang et al. (2010) identified several pairs of electrotonically-coupled pyramidal cells in the cortex,263
we next analyze a network in which an additional NDEP receives input from an upstream IAF network.264
Note that this additional NDEP is chosen randomly from the set of all electrotonic pairs in the network265
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and has the same increase in synaptic strength to and from the interneuron network as in the one-NDEP266
case (see Methods section and Figure 1A). In addition, we note that the input to each NDEP can originate267
from disjoint sets of neurons in the same IAF network (SIAF) or from sets of neurons in two different268
IAF networks (DIAF) that have identical parameters (statistics), but differ in their incoming spike times269
(realizations of Poisson spike train). We investigate the dynamics of the downstream network in response270
to both types of IAF upstream input.271

For the case in which two NDEPs receive DIAF input, we observe that the two NDEPs compete with one272
another through the inhibition evoked by each NSE, resulting in network behavior that is more variable273
than the case in which just one NDEP is present. Figure 7 demonstrates this competition by comparing274
the network containing two NDEPs (Figure 7A, top) to the network in which just one pair is chosen as275
the NDEP (Figure 7A, bottom), with the chosen pair indicated by the symbol “star” or “diamond”. In276
comparing these networks, we determine how the behavior of each NDEP changes when an additional277
NDEP is present in the network. Notice that, in the network containing two NDEPs, there are several cases278
in which one NDEP fires, induces an NSE, and the wave of activity from the NSE inhibits the second NDEP279
from firing. This effect is shown in Figure 7B by the green circles in the bottom two panels, indicating280
those spikes that have been deleted by the competition between the NDEPs in the network receiving DIAF281
input.
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Figure 7. Spiking interactions of two NDEPs in a network receiving DIAF input. (A) (top) Raster plot of
the downstream network with two NDEPs receiving DIAF input, with the symbol “star” and “diamond”
labeling each NDEP. (bottom) Raster plots of the downstream network with one NDEP chosen as the pair
labeled with the star (left) and with the diamond (right). (B) Example of several interactions that occur
in the network containing two NDEPs (a, top panel) as demonstrated by comparing to each one-NDEP
network (b,c bottom panels). Lettering coordinates with the portion of each raster plot that is being plotted.
Green circles indicate those spikes that were deleted in the network in which there are two NDEPs, as
compared to their respective raster plots with one NDEP.

282

The dynamics of a network containing two NDEPs differs from that containing one NDEP in several283
ways. First, we investigate how the average number of NSEs varies in each regime (i.e., EC turned off, one284
NDEP, two NDEPs receiving SIAF input, and two NDEPs receiving DIAF input). Figure 8A shows that a285
network containing two NDEPs generates a larger number of NSEs than a network with no electrotonic286
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coupling (EC off) and a network with only one NDEP (EC on). Additionally, note that the number of287
NSEs generated by the two-NDEP network receiving DIAF input (purple bar) is smaller than the number288
generated by a hypothetical network in which there are no interactions between NDEPs (orange bar),289
calculated by doubling the number of NSEs in the one-NDEP case.290
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Figure 8. Comparison of the measure of NSEs per second for all network regimes. (A) Average number
of NSEs per second over all input synchrony values for each regime, with the addition of a regime entitled
”total NSE’s ” in which no interactions between pairs is assumed and the number of NSEs for the one-NDEP
with EC on is doubled. Gray lines indicate standard deviation. (B) Number of NSEs per second plotted
over different input synchrony values for each regime. Legend: EC off (pink solid), one NDEP (blue
dot-dashed), two NDEPs receiving SIAF input (green dotted), two NDEPs receiving DIAF input (purple
dotted), hypothetical two-NDEP network in which there is no competition (orange dash-dotted).

Figure 8A also demonstrates that the average number of NSEs generated by the two-NDEP network291
receiving DIAF input is larger than the number that is generated by the network in which the two NDEPs292
receive SIAF input (green bar). Figure 8B shows that this difference in the number of NSEs generated293
by each two-NDEP network becomes prominent when the input synchrony values become large (greater294
than 25). The divergence of these two curves can be explained as follows. When two NDEPs are driven295
by the same IAF network, the spike times received by each NDEP become closer together as the input296
network synchronizes. As a result, the two NDEPs receive spikes at sufficiently close times so that their297
spike timing will be sufficiently close to elicit one NSE in response. In contrast, when two NDEPs are298
driven by different IAF networks, the spike times of the input neurons are sufficiently far apart so that their299
spike timing will also be sufficiently far apart to potentially elicit two distinct NSEs. This not only allows300
for the generation of more NSEs, but also creates the opportunity for the inhibition from one NSE to alter301
the spike timing of the other NDEP, as demonstrated in Figure 7.302

Networks of neurons may communicate through changes in firing rate and synchrony; however, an303
important component of both types of communication is the pattern of this synchronized firing activity.304
The neurons that convey this information are the excitatory, or projection, neurons, whose axons innervate305
many networks. The activity of the excitatory neurons is modulated by the inhibition generated by each306
NSE, allowing for a variety of network firing patterns in response to the timing of the NSEs. Due to the307
competition between the NDEPs in the network containing two NDEPs receiving DIAF input, we observe308
a firing pattern that is much more variable than a network containing just one NDEP (see raster plots in309
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Figure 7A for example). With more variability in the firing pattern of the network output, more information310
(more patterns of activity) can be transmitted to downstream areas.311

To begin to quantify this variability, we examine the behavior of the excitatory-neuron population by312
looking at times at which a majority of the excitatory population is active, or the times at which the313
smoothed instantaneous firing rate (see Input Synchrony in Methods section for the algorithm to compute a314
smoothed instantaneous firing rate) of the excitatory population crosses a threshold of 1 Hz. For an example315
of the behavior of the excitatory neurons, for each regime, for one realization, see Figure 9.316
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Figure 9. Smoothed instantaneous firing rate of the excitatory neurons in an example of each type of
downstream network with the threshold for determining an excitatory event drawn as a dashed black line
and times at which excitatory events occurs indicated by gray-filled squares. The input IAF networks were
driven with the following parameters for each regime: ν = 5000 Hz for EC off and one NDEP, ν = 4000
Hz for both two-NDEP networks.

Specifically, we are interested in the pattern of the timing of each of these excitatory events, see gray317
filled squares in Figure 9. To observe the variability in the firing pattern, we compute the time difference318
between successive excitatory events, or inter-event interval, for each regime. These time differences are319
then binned in a histogram with bin size of 20 ms, see Figure 10A and B for all regimes.320

Notice that the distribution of the inter-event interval for the network containing two NDEPs (purple) is321
broader than for one (blue) and for the case when EC is turned off (pink), as shown in Figure 10A. The322
amount of variability in the activity of the network can be quantified using the coefficient of variation (CV),323
or the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean, with higher values indicating more irregularity in the324
time differences, see legend of Figure 10A. As expected, the CV for the case with two NDEPs receiving325
DIAF input is significantly larger than the CV for the other regimes. Note that the inter-event interval data326
for two-NDEP case with DIAF input has a higher CV value (more variability) than the network receiving327
SIAF input due to the competition between the NDEPs (see Figure 10B), as discussed previously.328

To confirm that the difference in the CV of the inter-event interval is not simply an effect of difference329
in firing rates, we show that the average firing rate of the neurons in each regime are similar, see Figure330
10C. It is clear from the broad inter-event interval histogram, as well as the high CV value, that a network331
containing two NDEPs has the ability to output a wide variety of firing patterns, leading to a network that332
has the capacity to code for many different stimuli.333
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Figure 10. A network containing two NDEPs has greater variability in its firing pattern. (A) A histogram
of the time difference between excitatory events, or inter-event interval, with EC turned off (pink), one
NDEP (blue), and two NDEPs receiving DIAF input (purple). (B) A histogram of the time difference
between excitatory events comparing the networks in which two NDEPs receive SIAF input (green) and
DIAF input (purple). The coefficient of variation (CV), shown in the legend, is computed as the ratio of the
standard deviation to the mean of the inter-event interval data. (C) The mean firing rate of each network
averaged over 30 realizations (squares) together with the standard deviation (line). These results are for
input synchrony values of 35 for both two-NDEP networks and 45 for the one-NDEP and EC-off networks,
chosen to maintain a relatively constant firing rate across regimes, as shown in (C).

4 DISCUSSION

We have developed a model patch of a cortical network, organized in a way that elucidates a possible334
biological function for a rare number of electrotonic pairs, whose properties agree with experimental335
results. Measurements of EC between pairs of pyramidal cells in the adult cortex have been elusive to many336
experimentalists, having only recently been detected and their properties measured (Wang et al., 2010).337
Further investigations of our work (Crodelle et al., 2019) show that under normal network conditions, i.e.,338
no strengthened synapses, a network with a rare number of electrotonic pairs is practically indistinguishable339
from one without; the observed effects are local and small, on the order of magnitude of standard network340
fluctuations. The rarity of these proposed ECs suggests that their role might be in a more specialized341
network, one in which the connection to the gap-junction-connected interneuron population is enhanced.342
We have used such a network structure to show that EC between pairs of pyramidal cells could enhance343
the encoding of external stimuli. Specifically, we are interested in understanding how the NDEP (with344
EC turned on and off) alters the cortical network response to input that varies from unsynchronized to345
synchronized, with additional attention paid to analyzing how the varied HH-network output may be346
interpreted by further downstream areas.347
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In a network where synchrony is dominated by the gap-junction-connected interneuron population, we348
have shown that the addition of one NDEP generates many network-wide synchronous events by exciting349
the interneuron population with tightly synchronized excitatory spikes. These NSEs produce waves of350
strong inhibition, suppressing the activity of the network and keeping the firing rate of the network relatively351
low (sparse coding), while the tight synchrony of the NDEP keeps the timing of the NSEs very precise352
(spike-timing coding). This contrasts the network in which EC is turned off and an NSE can be induced353
only when a large percentage of excitatory neurons in the network are activated, resulting in high network354
firing rates and imprecise spike timing.355

Coincidence detection in the cortex is an important property of pyramidal cells, in that it enables an356
efficient response to synchronized sensory input and organizes network activity (Spruston, 2008; Shai et al.,357
2015; Azouz and Gray, 2000). The tightly synchronized events elicited by the NDEP with the EC turned358
on results in a network that sends very precisely-timed spikes to further downstream networks, aiding in359
coincidence detection capabilities of downstream areas. Our model predicts that networks in which EC360
between pairs of pyramidal cells is blocked will exhibit less network-wide synchronous events and have361
less precise spike-time correlation between both incoming spikes from upstream networks, as well as those362
elicited in downstream networks. From our preliminary numerical results, we also observe that the NDEP363
cannot be effectively replaced by just one excitatory neuron. This is because the spiking statistics of a pair364
of neurons with EC differs from those without EC in that pair of neurons, i.e., the neuron pair with EC365
elicits more regularly-timed spikes (lower CV values) and higher firing rates (smaller interspike intervals),366
when compared to that without EC.367

In addition, studies have shown that the activity of interconnected inhibitory interneurons can modulate368
and influence the activity of the projection cells (Hjorth et al., 2009; Traub et al., 2001). Our investigation of369
a network with an additional NDEP shows that the two electrotonic pairs can elicit NSEs at their respective370
spike times, with a nontrivial interaction between the spike timing of each NDEP through inhibition from371
the interneuron population. The resulting network shows greater coding capacity than a network containing372
just one NDEP, as well as a network with EC turned off. Though we have only tested two NDEPs in this373
small-network case, our results predict that the coding capability for many NDEPs might be yet greater.374
The NSEs elicited by many NDEPs may create even more interactions between the spike timing of the375
NDEPs, yielding a larger variety of network firing patterns and further increasing the coding ability of the376
network. Although the size of our model network considered here is relatively small, the obtained results377
about the role for pair-wise EC in transmitting information across cortex through interactions with the vast378
gap-junction coupled interneuron populations are expected to extend to large-size neuronal networks.379
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